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Site

SITE/LOS ANGELES, CA
ARTS DISTRICT/BOYLE HEIGHTS

CONTEXT/DTLA & SURROUDNINGS

-’Metro Division 20’ serves as a train yard where the shuttles are stored overnight. 

-Located ‘Metro Division 20’, along the border of Boyle Heights & the Arts District.

1st St/S Myers St, Metro Div. 20

Proximity to the following zones/neighborhoods;

-Arts district – W of site, 0.2 miles.

-Boyle Heights – E of site, 0.1 miles.

-Skidrow – SW of site, 0.4 miles.

-Fashion district, 0.4 miles.

-Warehouse district – SW of site, 0.6 miles.

Arts District

-Undergoing urban renewal.

-Gentrification process was effective in 2015.

-Artists began moving out of the Arts District 
into neighboring areas i.e. Boyle Heights.

Skidrow

-Has the highest concentration of homeless 
population in Los Angeles, total of around 
11,000.

-Skid Row is comprised of 20-square-blocks of 
warehouse sidewalk. Building owners get large 
tax breaks for allowing homeless to live on the 
sidewalks in front of their structure.

Boyle Heights

-Multiethnic enclave.

-The neighborhood was redlined by banks and 
local officials in the 1940’s

- Borders the Arts District where the Los 
Angeles river runs between the two 
neighborhoods.



ARTS DISTRICT/BOYLE HEIGHTS

SQUATTERS’ PROFILE LEGAL ARGUMENT/JUSTIFICATION

Background & skillset

The team specialize in the following fields
and hope to continue practicing their
regular activities in their new squatter; a
mural artist/painter, two commission artists
specializing in oil and acrylic mediums and
a beginner carpenter.

-Existing temporary squatter (tents) were
occupying the space (middle image).

-Squatter does not interfere or obstruct with
the functionality of the metro system.

-Highly unlikely for larger vehicles to reach the
site, preventing the risk of being
bulldozed/evicted.

-The billboard serves to conceal the squatter
and offers the possibility of being used for paid
advertisement which may help in justifying the
containers’ positioning.



LOCALLY SOURCED < 1-MILE RADIUS

MATERIAL ACQUISITION
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